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High resolution structural evidence 
suggests the Sarcoplasmic 
Reticulum forms microdomains 
with Acidic Stores (lysosomes) in 
the heart
Daniel Aston1,†, Rebecca A. Capel1,†, Kerrie L. Ford2, Helen C. Christian2, Gary R. Mirams3, 
Eva A. Rog-Zielinska4, Peter Kohl4,5, Antony Galione1, Rebecca A. B. Burton1,* & 
Derek A. Terrar1,*
Nicotinic Acid Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate (NAADP) stimulates calcium release from acidic 
stores such as lysosomes and is a highly potent calcium-mobilising second messenger. NAADP plays 
an important role in calcium signalling in the heart under basal conditions and following β-adrenergic 
stress. Nevertheless, the spatial interaction of acidic stores with other parts of the calcium signalling 
apparatus in cardiac myocytes is unknown. We present evidence that lysosomes are intimately 
associated with the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in ventricular myocytes; a median separation of 
20 nm in 2D electron microscopy and 3.3 nm in 3D electron tomography indicates a genuine signalling 
microdomain between these organelles. Fourier analysis of immunolabelled lysosomes suggests a 
sarcomeric pattern (dominant wavelength 1.80 μm). Furthermore, we show that lysosomes form close 
associations with mitochondria (median separation 6.2 nm in 3D studies) which may provide a basis 
for the recently-discovered role of NAADP in reperfusion-induced cell death. The trigger hypothesis 
for NAADP action proposes that calcium release from acidic stores subsequently acts to enhance 
calcium release from the SR. This work provides structural evidence in cardiac myocytes to indicate the 
formation of microdomains between acidic and SR calcium stores, supporting emerging interpretations 
of NAADP physiology and pharmacology in heart.
The traditional view that lysosomes function solely as a terminal end of cellular catabolic pathways has been chal-
lenged recently by various lines of evidence showing that this tiny acidic organelle also plays a central role in cell 
function via lysosomal calcium signalling1. Lysosomal calcium signalling is a little-studied pathway in the heart 
which has been implicated in the adrenergic responses of both atrial2 and ventricular3 myocytes. Nicotinic Acid 
Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate (NAADP) is a second messenger which induces the release of calcium from 
acidic stores such as the lysosome and lysosome-related reserve granules in the sea urchin egg4. The importance 
that this signalling molecule plays in the mobilisation of calcium in many species of animal and plant has been 
established in recent decades5. NAADP-mediated calcium release has been shown to be involved in a remarkably 
broad range of cellular signalling processes including fertilisation6, insulin secretion and responses7,8 and neu-
ronal differentiation9. Further, recent work has implicated the pathway in infectivity of the Ebola virus10.
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With every heartbeat, excitation-contraction coupling converts the passage of electrical excitation across the 
myocardium to contraction via a rapid rise and subsequent recovery of cytosolic calcium, the so-called ‘calcium 
transient’. Calcium entering the cytosol via voltage-gated L-type calcium channels is sensed at the cytosolic face 
of ryanodine receptors (RyR), which then open, leading to massive calcium release from the sarcoplasmic retic-
ulum (SR). This amplification from the cell’s intracellular calcium store is known as calcium induced calcium 
release (CICR) and is terminated by closure of ryanodine receptors and clearance of calcium from the cytosol 
back into the SR. This clearance occurs through active pumping into the SR by the sarco-endoplasmic reticulum 
calcium ATPase (SERCA) and passive exchange out of the cell through the sodium calcium exchanger (NCX). 
SERCA activity is modulated by phospholamban (PLB) which binds to and inhibits SERCA under resting con-
ditions. Phosphorylation of PLB relieves this inhibition, thus accelerating clearance of calcium from the cytosol 
and increasing SR calcium content.
Several calcium channels also reside in the lysosomal membrane and studies have explored the role of these 
lysosomal calcium channels in both physiological and pathological cellular processes11. Action of NAADP at 
Two-Pore Channel-2 (TPC2) channels in the lysosomal membrane is the most likely mechanism by which 
NAADP-mediated calcium release occurs, this having been demonstrated in both isolated membrane and orga-
nelle studies and a number of tissue types10,12–19. Indeed, NAADP no longer produces a response in cardiac myo-
cytes after abolition of the H+ gradient required for lysosomal calcium loading20, and cells derived from TPC2 
knock-out mice do not respond to NAADP application3. Antibody-mediated blocking studies have been used 
to propose Transient Receptor Potential Mucolipin 1 (TRPML1) as the calcium-permeable channel responsible 
for NAADP-mediated calcium release21. In SKBR3 cells these channels coimmunoprecipitate, however overex-
pression of TRPML1 had no effect on NAADP responses whereas TPC2 overexpression was associated with 
an enhancement of NAADP-mediated calcium signals18. Further, pancreatic acinar cells lacking the TRPML1 
protein exhibit no difference in NAADP-evoked calcium oscillations18. Alternatively, it has been suggested that 
NAADP may act directly at the RyR to cause calcium release22,23.
Recent work has demonstrated that the NAADP signalling pathway has a vital physiological role in the 
heart2,3,20,24. Release of NAADP into atrial or ventricular cardiomyocytes results in an enhancement of the calcium 
transient, positive inotropic (enhanced contraction) and lusitropic (enhanced relaxation) effects and increased 
calcium loading of the SR20. Conversely, acute inhibition of the pathway using bafilomycin-A1 to disrupt acidic 
store function or Ned-19, a specific NAADP receptor antagonist25, causes a reduction in the calcium transient. 
The use of bafilomycin-A1, Ned-19, or genetic knockout of the TPC2 protein (Tpcn2−/−) results in significant 
blunting of responses to isoprenaline in terms of calcium transient and inotropic effect, suggesting that NAADP/
TPC2 plays an important role in the transduction of β-adrenergic stimulation3. Furthermore, Tpcn2−/− mice are 
partially protected from the cardiac arrhythmias and ventricular hypertrophy associated chronic β-adrenergic 
stress3, and either knock-out of TPC23 or inhibition of the NAADP pathway24 significantly reduces spontaneous 
activity associated with acute β-adrenergic stress.
Although it is possible that calcium release from acidic stores and from the SR are simply additive, several 
lines of evidence suggest that an amplification mechanism is present. Enhanced calcium loading of the SR has 
been observed following NAADP release2,20, and the increase in calcium transient amplitude that occurs due to 
NAADP can be blocked by inhibitors of type-II calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMKII) – suggesting that 
this serine/threonine protein kinase is required for regulation of the calcium transient amplitude by NAADP3. 
Calcium liberated from the lysosome could also directly promote CICR from RyR, or result in enhanced SR cal-
cium release indirectly, perhaps via phosphorylation of the ryanodine receptor (RyR) by CaMKII. If changes in 
RyR activity were the sole mechanism, elevated calcium loading of the SR would not be expected. It is possible, 
however, that effects of NAADP in the heart involve both calcium re-uptake and calcium release mechanisms 
simultaneously.
It has previously been shown that the effects of NAADP-mediated calcium release are specific to the SR and 
do not affect L-type-calcium currents on the surface membrane2. Our previous evidence suggests that calcium 
released from the lysosome in response to NAADP action at TPC2 alters SERCA and/or RyR via modulation2,20 
of CaMKII activity3. An obvious prerequisite to this hypothesis is a subcellular spatial organisation which brings 
the membranes of acidic organelles such as endosomes and lysosomes into close enough apposition with the SR 
to allow calcium release from acidic stores to raise local concentrations enough to modulate CaMKII, SERCA, 
PLB and/or RyR activity of the SR.
The existence of cellular regions between two membranes that are in close proximity (typically less than 30 nm 
separation) favours congregation of calcium signalling proteins in such restricted spaces, and these regions are 
functionally referred to as microdomains or nanojunctions26,27. These regions have sometimes been referred to 
as membrane contact sites (MCS)27. These MCS allow the segregation of sometimes incompatible biochemical 
reactions into specific compartments with tailored microenvironments and form the anatomical basis for func-
tional calcium signalling27–30. Such microdomains between lysosomes and the ER have recently been described 
in pulmonary artery smooth muscle31–33 and human fibroblasts34. Here, we look at the intimate associations of 
lysosomes in the heart in the context of what is already known about NAADP signalling in this tissue. We exam-
ined the location and organisation of these acidic organelles with respect to calcium signalling membranes, such 
as the SR and T-tubules using both 2D electron microscopy and 3D electron tomographic reconstructions. This 
information is important for constraining functional models of the calcium signalling roles of NAADP in the 
heart at rest and it is relevant to the contribution of NAADP signalling in the β-adrenergic response. Further, 
we investigated the proximity of lysosomes to mitochondria, in light of recent evidence supporting the role of 
NAADP signalling via TPC1 in ischaemia/reperfusion injury35.
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Results
Electron Microscopy of Lysosomes Identifies Potential Nanojunctions for Calcium Signalling 
in Cardiac Ventricular Myocytes. In order to investigate the proximity of lysosomal membranes to other 
subcellular organelles, we carried out transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on rabbit isolated ventricular 
myocytes and fixed ventricular tissue. A total of 69 lysosomes were identified in TEM images of rabbit ventricular 
cells. Although their appearance was heterogeneous, they could be identified by characteristic morphological 
features36. The lysosomal luminal matrix is bounded by a bilayer membrane, and we observed matrices with 
varying electron densities similar to the light and dark lysosomes previously described. Intra-lysosomal matrices 
were sometimes uniform and only slightly more electron dense than the cytoplasm, and in other cases there was 
a significant difference in density and uniformity (see example Fig. 1A for a micrograph containing both types). 
This could be related to the age of the animals, which determines the number of dense bodies and lipofuscin 
inclusions26 as well as some contributions from experimental methods (such as fixation methods or post staining 
of sections)37.
Measured lysosomes (n = 69) were found to have a median long axis of 383 nm (306–580 nm) and a median 
short axis of 290 nm (220–455 nm). This is in broad agreement with recently reported lysosomal dimensions in 
pulmonary artery smooth muscle cells32. It has been previously noted that differentiation between endosomes 
and small lysosomes is difficult and that a threshold diameter of 200 nm should be used to define a lysosome32. 
Application of this criterion to the data presented here results in a total of 61 lysosomes imaged with a median 
long axis of 414 nm (325–598 nm) and short axis of 320 nm (248–483 nm). A summary of these data is presented 
in Fig. 1B. All further analyses were performed without application of this criterion. Other structures observed in 
our TEM analysis included multivesicular bodies, lipid droplets and autophagosomes, which were not included 
in our analysis (see Supplementary Figure 1 for examples).
Two dimensional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is likely to provide an over-estimation of the 
distance between two structures, due to the fact that the plane and angle of the section is unlikely to always 
include the shortest distance between them. Nevertheless, TEM images of isolated rabbit ventricular myocytes 
demonstrated that the majority of lysosomes (56/69) were closely associated with SR membrane (see examples 
Fig. 2A and B). The median distance between these 56 organelles and the closest piece of visible SR was 20 nm 
(13–24 nm). Of these, 48 were close enough (<30 nm separation) to define as an MCS38. Population data are 
presented in Fig. 2C.
Next we measured the shortest apparent distances between lysosomes and the nearest T-tubule and Z-line, 
where these were also visible on the micrographs used above. A representative example including both T-tubules 
and Z-lines can be seen in Fig. 3A. For both these structures, the nearest distance was much further away than the 
nearest SR membrane; 318 nm (176–529 nm) for Z-lines (n = 45) and 163 nm (123–870 nm) for T-tubules (n = 24; 
One-way ANOVA with Sidak’s correction, P < 0.0001 for L-SR distance vs L-TT distance and also P < 0.0001 for 
L-SR distance vs L-Z distance). The distributions were positively skewed but not binomial in nature (Fig. 3B and C 
respectively). In 23 cases, lysosomes were seen with adjacent SR, and a T-tubule could also be seen in the same 
micrograph. In all cases, the distance to the SR was less than the distance to the T-tubule.
As well as being in close proximity with SR membrane, there were many examples where lysosomes were seen 
in close contact with mitochondria (n = 51). Of these 51 cases, 42 were also associated with SR and are therefore 
included in the analyses above. The distances from a lysosome to the nearest mitochondrion varied considerably; 
some were so close that it was not possible to resolve a gap between the lysosomal membrane and the mitochon-
drial membrane (Fig. 4A). As it is possible that lysosomes touching mitochondria could be involved in autophagy, 
we have noted their existence but did not include them in numerical analyses. Although the maximum measured 
distance between a lysosome and the nearest mitochondrial membrane was 1419 nm, the majority of organelles 
in this data set were closely associated with mitochondria (representative examples presented in Fig. 4B) and only 
Figure 1. Identification of lysosomes in cardiac ventricular myocytes. (A) Electron micrograph of rabbit 
ventricular tissue containing both ‘electron dense’ and ‘electron lucent’ lysosomes (L). Both forms were used for 
analysis described in text and subsequent figures. Note that both are darker than the surrounding cytoplasm, 
and have a clearly defined single lipid bilayer membrane (indicated by black arrows). Mitochondria (M) and a 
T-tubule (T) are also marked. (B) Dimensions of lysosomes analysed in this study.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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five were more than 75 nm away from their nearest mitochondrial neighbour. The minimum measurable distance 
was 7.1 nm. After removal of statistical outliers (ROUT, Prism 6), the median lysosome-mitochondrial distance 
was 17 nm (14–37 nm, n = 41). Summary data are presented as a frequency histogram together with L-SR analysis 
for comparison (Fig. 4C).
Conventional TEM methods utilising higher concentrations of glutaraldehyde and followed by Spurr 
resin embedding allow for better visualisation of membranes. Whilst this method is ideal for imaging intra-
cellular membranes, it does not allow for immuno-gold labelling of proteins as the glutaraldehyde form 
hydroxyl-methylene bridges between reactive end-groups of adjacent protein chains, which can diminish 
immunoreactivity or accessibility to immunoreactive sites. For this reason, we used sections from LR White 
embedded tissue (tissue fixation with 4% PFA and 0.1% glutaraldehyde) to perform immuno-gold labelling of 
the lysosome-specific protein LAMP-2. Supplementary Figure 2 shows immuno-gold labelling of LAMP-2, as a 
Figure 2. Lysosomes are in close proximity to the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in rabbit ventricular 
myocytes, forming nanojunctions. (A,B) Representative examples of lysosomes (L) in close proximity to the 
SR. (C) Population data showing the shortest distance from a lysosomal-related organelle membrane to the 
nearest SR membrane. Median distance 20 nm (13–24 nm), n = 56.
Figure 3. Measured distances from lysosomes to T-tubules and Z-lines. (A) Representative wide-field TEM 
images illustrating lysosomes (L) in relation to T-tubules (T) and Z-lines (Z). (B) Population data illustrating 
the distance between a lysosomes and the nearest Z-line. Average distance 318 nm (176–529 nm), n = 45.  
(C) Population data illustrating the distance between a lysosome and the nearest T-tubule. Average distance 
163 nm (123–870 nm), n = 24.
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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lysosomal marker, in LR White embedded mouse ventricular tissue. Gold-labelled organelles are seen in close 
proximity to probable SR membrane and mitochondria, consistent with our numerical analyses above.
Three-Dimensional Electron Tomography of Lysosomes Confirms Extensive Structures Suitable 
to Form Signalling Microdomains. 2D imaging techniques suffer from systematic over-estimation of 
proximity measurements. We therefore carried out 3D electron tomography imaging and analysis in order to 
gather an accurate picture of the spatial interrelation of organelles within the cell and to identify the true mini-
mum distances between lysosomal membranes and other subcellular calcium signalling structures.
Figure 5 shows representative examples of individual sectioning planes (A&C), and 3D reconstructions of lys-
osomes and surrounding organelles (B&D). After removal of outliers, consistent with the analysis method of our 
2D TEM study, the median distance (gap width) between lysosomes and the SR was 3.3 nm (see Table 1 for detail 
on minimum distances to mitochondria and T-tubules). A video reconstruction together with multi-angle views 
of the cell in Fig. 5A and B is available in the supplementary information (Supplementary Video 1).
Confocal Microscopy in Fixed Cells Identifies Sarcomeric Periodicity to LAMP-2 Protein 
Expression in Cardiac Ventricular Myocytes.  We next utilised immunocytochemical staining of iso-
lated rabbit ventricular myocytes to investigate whether acidic calcium stores exhibit a regular spatial organ-
isation at the micro-scale within whole ventricular myocytes. Several anti-TPC2 antibodies were tested, and 
all showed non-specific staining in TPC2 knock-out mice (data not shown). We concluded that, at present, no 
commercially-available antibody is sufficiently robust for immuno-localisation of the TPC2 channel. We there-
fore stained for LAMP-2, a lysosomal membrane protein with roles in organelle stability, chaperone-mediated 
autophagy and lysosomal motility. LAMP-2 staining revealed a punctate distribution (Fig. 6A and E). Staining 
against type-2 ryanodine receptor (RyR2) or phospholamban (PLB) revealed the expected regular appearance (for 
example Fig. 6B and F respectively)39: both of these labels were seen as striations running across the width of the 
cell, perpendicular to its long axis. To determine any non-specific labelling of secondary antibodies control cells 
with no primary antibody, incubated with anti-rabbit or anti-mouse secondaries alone were imaged and found to 
give no detectable signal (data not shown).
The punctate staining of lysosomes in immunocytochemistry (eg Fig. 6A and D) has not previously been 
studied to assess the possibility that they are arranged in non-random patterns. Fourier analysis of fluorescence 
intensity measurements, summed perpendicularly to the cells’ long axis, was used to determine the dominant 
frequency of the signal corresponding to each protein in order to determine whether lysosomes occur with any 
periodicity and how this relates to other proteins of the SR. An example of a RyR2 and LAMP-2 labelled cell and 
another of a PLB and LAMP-2 labelled cell with analyses for these images are given in Fig. 6. Confocal images 
were first rotated so that striations ran vertically (Fig. 6B and F) and total fluorescence was calculated for each 
vertical column of pixels (Fig. 6C and G), such that in a 100 × 100 pixel image the intensities of all 100 pixels posi-
tioned vertically at the horizontal position of x = 1 are added together to give a fluorescence intensity in arbitrary 
units, and similar summations are made for all horizontal positions up to x = 100; these fluorescence values are 
plotted against horizontal distance along the cell perpendicular to the direction of striations. Fourier analysis 
was then carried out on the resulting intensity vs distance waveforms to ascertain the dominant frequency of 
each signal (Fig. 6D and H). Fourier analysis of a total of 22 cells (18 RyR2 vs LAMP-2 and 4 PLB vs LAMP-2) 
Figure 4. Lysosomes are in close proximity to mitochondria in cardiac ventricular myocytes, feasibly 
forming nanojunctions. (A,B) Representative examples of lysosome (L) in contact with (A) and in close 
proximity to (B) mitochondria (M) in isolated rabbit ventricular cardiomyocytes. SR = Sarcoplasmic Reticulum, 
arrow indicates nearest membrane to L. (C) Population data showing the shortest distances from a lysosomal-
related organelle membrane to the nearest mitochondrial membrane (dark grey bars). Average distance 17 nm 
(14–37 nm), n = 51. These data include only instances in which a distinct gap was measurable between the two 
organelles in order to exclude confounding from mitochondria entering the degradative pathway. The L-SR 
distance histogram is included for comparison (light bars).
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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revealed a strong positive correlation between the dominant frequencies for RyR2 and PLB when plotted against 
LAMP-2 (r = 0.72, Fig. 6I). In the RyR2-labelled cell displayed, dominant frequencies for both RyR2 and LAMP-2 
were 0.56 signal peaks per μm, or one every 1.80 μm (Fig. 6A to D). The PLB-labelled cell exhibited dominant 
frequencies for both PLB and LAMP-2 of 0.57 signal peaks per μm, or one every 1.74 μm (Fig. 6E to H). Data 
from a total of 18 cells dual-stained for LAMP-2 and RyR2 yielded an average (mean ± SEM) of 0.592 ± 0.015 
and 0.590 ± 0.008 signal peaks per μm for each protein respectively, corresponding to a peak-to-peak distance of 
1.69 μm. Data from a total of 4 cells dual-stained for LAMP-2 and PLB yielded an average of 0.594 ± 0.015 and 
0.587 ± 0.010 signal peaks per μm respectively, corresponding to a peak-to-peak distance of 1.68 and 1.70 μm for 
LAMP-2 and PLB respectively in this data set. All of these values are within the expected range for a sarcomere of 
an isolated rabbit ventricular cardiomyocyte40.
Despite this striking similarity between the signal frequencies of LAMP-2 and RyR2 or PLB, there was min-
imal spatial co-localisation between them. Pearson correlation coefficients for each pixel intensity for LAMP-2 
vs RyR2 (representative cell Fig. 7A to C) and LAMP-2 vs PLB (representative cell Fig. 7D to F) were 0.42 ± 0.03 
and 0.22 ± 0.06 respectively, indicating little overlap in the fluorescence. However, in both groups of cells there 
were areas where the signals from the two proteins came into very close proximity (for example Fig. 7C and F, 
white arrows). The mean distance between LAMP-2 and RyR2 or PLB was estimated by measuring the offset 
between the fluorescence intensity peaks of the two signals using the column intensity data described above. This 
gave a mean separation of 0.27 ± 0.03 μm between LAMP-2 and RyR2 (n = 16 cells) and 0.22 ± 0.05 μm between 
LAMP-2 and PLB (n = 3 cells). See Fig. 7G and H.
Figure 5. 3D Electron Tomography reconstruction of lysosomes, SR, T-tubules and mitochondria. 
Representative electron tomography (ET) images of lysosomes near calcium signalling organelles, including raw 
images (A,C) and reconstructed organelles in 3D (B,D) of sarcoplasmic reticulum (A to D), mitochondria and 
T-tub (A,B) in rabbit left ventricular tissue. Dual-axis ET and IMOD software were used to image, reconstruct 
and model lysosomes (L, red), sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR, blue), mitochondria (M, yellow), and T-tubules 
(T, green) in 3D. Isovolumetric voxel size = 1.206 nm, Z-depth = 275 nm. Scale bars (A,B,D) = 200 nm and 
(C) = 500 nm. See Supplementary Video 1 for 3D animation of tomographic reconstruction of cell in (A,B).
www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Confocal Microscopy: in Live Cells Confirms NAADP Binding Sites on Acidic Organelles in 
Cardiac Ventricular Myocytes. Ned-19 is a synthetic NAADP receptor-specific antagonist25 which is also 
tryptophan-derived and therefore fluorescent. Indeed, Ned-19 has been shown to inhibit binding of NAADP to 
its receptor, preventing the release of calcium in response to NAADP41 and it can be used to localise the position 
of NAADP receptors in live cells42.
Live isolated rabbit ventricular cardiomyocytes were incubated with Ned-19 (100 μM, Fig. 8A) and 
LysoTracker red (500 nM, Fig. 8B), a commercially-available stain which is fluorescent when inside acidic com-
partments. There was a high degree of co-localisation between the signals (Fig. 8C and D, Pearson’s r = 0.69 ± 0.04, 
n = 8), confirming probable localisation of NAADP receptors on acidic organelles such as lysosomes, and the 
potential for NAADP-mediated calcium release from these organelles in live cells. Control experiments con-
firmed that LysoTracker signals did not bleed through into the Ned-19 channel and that cellular autofluorescence 
could not account for punctate signals under UV excitation (see Supplementary Figure 3). The incubation of 
cells with BZ-194, another (non-fluorescent) antagonist of NAADP prior to the addition of Ned-19 abolished the 
fluorescent signal, suggesting a specific binding site for these compounds, rather than accumulation as part of a 
degradative pathway (see Supplementary Figure 4).
Discussion
Previous work has presented strong functional evidence for a role of NAADP as a calcium-mobilising second 
messenger in cardiac myocytes2,3,20. The results described in this paper provide clear structural evidence for nano-
junctions between lysosomes and both the SR and mitochondria in rabbit ventricular myocytes; observations of 
the ultrastructural organisation which support the plausibility of earlier functional hypotheses2,3,20,35,43. Further, 
we have used Ned-19 and LysoTracker staining in live cells to localise NAADP-binding sites and showed that 
NAADP binding is restricted to acidic organelles in cardiac myocytes.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) demonstrated that L-SR microdomains exist in the heart. 
Lysosomes in our TEM data have dimensions similar to those from previous publications32 and exhibit the 
expected range of electron densities36. These methods have great utility in measuring membrane distances 
between organelles, however there are limitations to be considered in such techniques. We accept that some 
organelles included in our analysis may include late endosomes and potentially other lysosome-related organelles, 
however, re-assuringly immuno-gold labelling of the lysosome-specific protein LAMP-2 identified organelles 
in similar close proximity to the SR and mitochondria. Our findings of a median L-SR distance in the ventricle 
of 20 nm certainly falls within the expected range required for a functional microdomain identified by Fameli 
et al.’s modelling32,44,45. As 2D images tend to overestimate minimum distances, further 3D tomography work was 
carried out to identify more accurate spatial interrelations between the organelles. Ten lysosomes were imaged in 
our 3D study, the median minimum distance to the nearest piece of SR was a mere 3.3 nm (for comparison – the 
distance between t-tubules and SR is ~20 nm).
A probable contribution of NAADP-mediated acidic store calcium signalling to whole-cell calcium transients 
in the heart has been established for nearly ten years, since the first paper published20. This signalling is completely 
abolished in mice lacking TPC2 channels3 and appears to require both acidic stores and an intact SR2,20, suggest-
ing that calcium released from lysosomes affects SR calcium content and release. A role for lysosome-derived cal-
cium released via TPC2 has also been implicated in other cell types, including the stimulation of calcium release 
from the ER in pancreatic beta cells13, granule exocytosis in T-cells46 and protein trafficking in the endolysosomal 
degradation pathway of hepatocytes47.
We show localisation of the NAADP receptors on acidic stores in cardiac ventricular myocytes using a live cell 
microscopy method. Ned-19 is a fluorescent functional antagonist of NAADP discovered using virtual screening 
for molecules with structures and charge densities similar to that of NAADP itself25. It has been shown to prevent 






Min dist to 
SR in [nm]
Min dist to Z 
line in [nm]
Min dist to M 
line in [nm]
Min dist to 
T-tubule in [nm]
Min dist to 
mitochondria in [nm]
1 166.1 202.3 3.3 232.0 462.4 16.3 3.2
2 143.9 258.9 4.1 435.3 108.1 441.9 262.7§
3 146.0 233.1 1.1 145.6 524.8 145.1 28.4
4 187.0 315.5 5.4 n/a 236.9 n/a 1.7
5 467.5 528.2 5.4 455.0 332.1 n/a 69.1
6 291.1 386.1 2.2 76.8 652.3 52.4 5.1
7 204.6 380.4 15.6§ 376.7 221.3 8.8 17.8
8 327.6 358.6 1.1 354.1 320.4 n/a 7.2
9 340.6 420.2 2.3 39.1 606.7 213.3 4.5
10 441.2 442.3 3.6 51.5 682.2 n/a n/a
Median 247.9 369.5 3.3 232.0 397.3 98.8 6.2
Table 1.  3D tomography-based analysis of spatial interactions of lysosomes and other organelle 
membrane systems in rabbit left ventricular cells (n = 6 animals). Measurements were performed using 
IMOD software69. n/a – no accurate measurement possible, § indicates statistical outlier (ROUT analysis, 
Q = 1%, GraphPad Prism 6). Medians are given after removal of statistical outliers, in keeping with the analysis 
of 2D TEM measurements.
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application41. There was a high degree of co-localisation between Ned-19 and LysoTracker red labelling in car-
diomyocytes, suggesting that NAADP binds to acidic organelles in these cells. The pattern of Ned-19 staining, 
punctate and distributed throughout the cell, was similar to that published in rat astrocyte studies42. Some areas 
adjacent to the nucleus were stained with LysoTracker red but did not co-label with Ned-19. It is possible that they 
represent Golgi apparatus or that some of the range of acidic organelles48 may not take part in NAADP signalling. 
Localisation of NAADP binding to acidic stores is in keeping with our2,3,20 and other35,49 previous studies in the 
heart. Staining controls show that Ned-19 images did not arise from signal bleed-through. The natural course of 
cell uptake and/or degradation for some compounds is itself through the endo-lysosomal pathway. Indeed, it is 
thought that the Ebola virus utilises this process in order to infect cells10. In the presence of BZ194, an NAADP 
antagonist based on nicotinic acid, Ned-19 signals were no longer seen on acidic organelles. This suggests that 
Ned-19 is binding to a specific site as opposed to accumulating within acidic organelles as part of the degradative 
pathway. The molecular identity of the NAADP receptor still remains a controversial issue as acknowledged by 
Figure 6. Lysosomes are localised in a periodic pattern with sarcomeric distribution, similar to RyR and 
PLB, in fixed, isolated rabbit ventricular myocytes. (Top line) Representative example of LAMP-2 and RyR2 
co-labelling experiment. Immunolabelling of LAMP-2 (A) and RyR2 (B) co-stained in the same, fixed, myocyte. 
(C) Intensity plot illustrating total pixel intensity for each column of pixels, for the two stains. Results of Fourier 
analyses (D) indicate a dominant frequency of 0.56 striations μm−1, or a signal peak every 1.79 μm, for RyR2 and 
LAMP-2. (Middle line) Representative example of LAMP-2 and PLB co-labelling experiment. Confocal images of 
LAMP-2 (E) and PLB (F) with merged column intensity plot of both stains (G). Fourier analysis (H) of each signal 
indicate a dominant frequency of 0.57 signal peaks μm−1 for both PLB and LAMP-2, equivalent to a peak every 
1.74 μm. (Bottom Line) (I) A correlation plot of dominant frequencies for LAMP-2 against either RyR2 or PLB in 
co-labelling experiments reveals strong correlation (Pearson product-moment correlation co-efficient (r) = 0.72, 
n = 22 cells (n = 18 for RyR2 vs LAMP-2 (blue) and n = 4 for PLB vs LAMP-2 (pink)).
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Dammermann et al.50. It is interesting to note that BZ194 has been proposed to antagonise an NAADP-mediated 
increase in RyR1 opening directly at RyRs in Jurkat T lymphocytes50. A previous study51 has shown that modifi-
cation of NAADP at the nicotinic acid moiety results in compounds which bind the sea urchin NAADP receptor 
with altered agonist potency and can directly antagonise the binding of NAADP itself. Published studies24,50,52–54 
have thus far not investigated the binding of BZ194 at other proposed NAADP binding sites however its actions, 
both previously published and in this paper, are consistent with effects at NAADP receptors regardless of their 
subcellular site.
Figure 7. LAMP-2 and RyR2 or PLB are closely aligned but not co-localised in fixed, isolated rabbit 
ventricular myocytes. (Top line) Representative immunolabelling of LAMP-2 (A) and RyR2 (B). (C) Merged 
image. White arrows indicate areas of close proximity. (Middle line) Representative immunolabelling of 
LAMP-2 (D) and PLB (E). (F) Merged image. White arrows indicate areas of close proximity. (Bottom line) 
Calculation of distance between fluorescence peaks of LAMP-2 and either RyR2 or PLB in immunolabelling 
experiments. (G) Column fluorescence intensity data for a representative cell stained for LAMP-2 and RyR2 
after processing with the peak-finding algorithm. Green arrows indicate peaks of RyR2, red arrows of LAMP-2 
(detected by automated MatLab script). Dotted lines indicate an example of a pair of RyR2 and LAMP-2 peaks 
for distance measurements. (H) Population data to show average distance in μm between LAMP-2 and either 
RyR2 (0.27 ± 0.03 μm, n = 16) or PLB (0.22 ± 0.05 μm, n = 3).
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TEM measurements of the distance between a lysosome and the nearest T-tubule reveal an average of 
163 nm, which is in reasonable agreement with the distance measured between RyR2 and LAMP-2 using immu-
nofluorescence (268 nm). However, this is too large to suggest a signalling microdomain between these orga-
nelles in cardiac ventricular myocytes, and this is not entirely unexpected, as the functional consequences of 
lysosomal-related calcium release appear to be restricted to the SR; photorelease of NAADP has no effect on 
L-type calcium current2,20 and the effect of isoprenaline on L-type calcium currents is not different in the absence 
of NAADP-mediated signalling3. Both RyR2 and phospholamban are proteins found on the SR membrane. RyR 
in cardiac ventricular myocytes are situated on the SR membrane, forming couplons at sites of T-tubule contact55. 
The assumption that antibody labelling of LAMP-2 will always result in a point-spread function centred on the 
lysosomal membrane nearest to the T-tubule or SR cannot be made in these experiments and an average LAMP-2 
to RyR or PLB distance as measured by immunofluorescence would be expected to fall at a distance between the 
closest and farthest membranes, taking into account staining on lysosomal membrane that is immediately adja-
cent to the SR as well as that on the far side.
Subjecting LAMP-2 fluorescence signals to Fourier analysis of fluorescence intensities, summed perpendicu-
larly to the length of the cell, reveals a defined periodicity to acidic organelle positioning in cardiac cells which is 
consistent with a sarcomeric pattern; the LAMP-2 dominant frequency of 0.59 signals per μm compares favoura-
bly with the expected sarcomeric spacing in these cells40. The periodicity of LAMP-2 staining observed during our 
experiments is very similar to that observed for both RyR2 and PLB, and in some cells it was identical. In order to 
further investigate this relationship, phase lags were artificially introduced to one of the signals, and the Pearson 
Figure 8. NAADP binding sites co-label with acidic calcium stores in live rabbit ventricular myocytes. 
 (A) Punctate staining of Ned-19 (100 μM, 40 min), a fluorescent NAADP antagonist which binds at the NAADP 
receptor. (B) LysoTracker red (500 nM, 2 min) labelling of acidic organelles. (C) Merged image of (A,B) shows a 
high degree of co-localisation between Ned-19 and acidic stores. Images taken of live cells in Tyrode solution at 
37 °C. (D) Correlation plot of A and B fluorescence for each pixel. Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.91 for this 
cell. PMCC for all cells was 0.69 ± 0.04 (n = 8). See Supplementary Figures 3 and 4 for control experiments.
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correlation coefficients were recalculated. The effect of this is shown in Supplementary Figure 5, which illustrates 
that the correlation is at a maximum when the introduced lag is equal to the mean distance between LAMP-2 
and RyR2 or PLB. We therefore conclude that the signal peaks are well defined but separated by a small amount, 
equal to the mean distance between the LAMP-2 and either RyR2 or PLB proteins, and this pattern repeats every 
sarcomere.
In many cell types, acidic store calcium signalling leads directly to calcium release from the endoplasmic retic-
ulum38. An all-or-nothing, ‘quantal’ calcium release pattern has been postulated to account for lysosomal calcium 
release in these cell types leading, if a threshold of quanta are released, to calcium-induced calcium release and 
calcium oscillations56. Cells conforming to this ‘trigger’ hypothesis can have a trigger zone, in which acidic cal-
cium stores are tightly packed in an appropriate signalling domain, for instance near RyR3 in pulmonary artery 
smooth muscle cells57. Our immunolabelling data suggests that, in rabbit cardiac myocytes, lysosomes are also 
far from random in their positioning, exhibiting periodicity consistent with the length of a sarcomere. Our data 
do not suggest that all RyR or PLB are associated with lysosomes, but that a subset of the area of the SR forms a 
functional calcium signalling microdomain with lysosomes. Unlike in smooth muscle, this subset does not form 
a defined, single ‘trigger zone’ but is distributed throughout the cell.
Given the lysosome-SR distances measured by our TEM study, it is perhaps surprising that neither RyR nor 
PLB were seen to frequently co-localise with lysosomal membrane protein LAMP-2 in our immunocytochem-
istry study. Indeed, with the resolution limit of standard confocal microscopy, proteins on membranes that are 
a median distance of 3.3 nm apart would be expected to be indistinguishable. It is reasonable to assume that 
labelling of LAMP-2 will not always be seen on the membrane closest to the SR, as mentioned above, and it may 
be that the number of ‘co-localised’ areas is artificially lowered due either to clustering of signalling proteins at 
the SR nanojunction30, i.e. presence of TPCs at the expense of LAMP-2, or difficulty in multiple antibodies with a 
size of ~10 nm58 penetrating the junctional spaces which we have measured to be < 10 nm at their nearest point. 
It is not yet known whether all lysosomes contribute to NAADP signalling, however a lack of clear co-localisation 
in immunocytochemistry could indicate that only a subset of lysosomes is involved. In our TEM measurements, 
48 of 69 lysosomes analysed were found in proximity with SR which could be defined as a membrane contact 
site, however cutting in a 2D plane cannot rule out that SR was in close apposition in other areas of the organelle. 
In 3D tomography measurements, all lysosomes imaged formed these MCS relationships with surrounding SR.
It was recently shown that NAADP acting via TPC1 channels may contribute to ischaemia-reperfusion injury 
in cardiac ventricular myocytes35. Interactions between lysosomes and mitochondria have been observed in 
other tissues59, and in cardiac atria60. Analysis of our TEM images showed several instances where the distance 
between a lysosome and a mitochondrion was so small that a gap could not be resolved (which could be possible 
consequence of the section thickness (80 nm) and the angle of sectioning through the membrane). Autophagic 
processes may explain some of these interactions; it is well known that mitochondria are recycled by the endolys-
osomal system at the end of their useful life61. We did not include instances of lysosomes where membranes were 
deforming around, or were continuous with, those of adjacent mitochondria. While it is certainly possible that 
some of these close interactions represent lysosomes about to begin autophagy, the average measured distance of 
17 nm in TEM data between mitochondrial membrane and lysosome membrane is highly supportive of micro-
domain signalling between these organelles. The nature of the images generated by 3D tomography suggests that 
even this small distance may be an over-estimate, as with L-SR separation, identifying a median distance of 6.2 nm 
between a lysosome and the closest mitochondrion.
Hearts from mice lacking TPC1, or exposed to NAADP receptor antagonists Ned-19 or Ned-K, have been 
shown to be partially protected from ischaemia-reperfusion injury. This was hypothesised to arise by prevention 
of calcium oscillations that cause opening of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP)35. Opening 
of mPTP is known to be related to apoptotic and necrotic cell death62, such as during reperfusion after ischaemic 
injury in the heart63. Nanojunctions found between ER and mitochondria are subjected to calcium concentrations 
much higher than those of the total cytosol during exposure to appropriate stimuli64. Spatial proximity between 
the ER and mitochondria appears to underlie the rapid rise of mitochondrial calcium seen in response to IP3R 
opening in rat liver cells, being abolished if tethering structures are artificially lengthened65. It is also of note 
that when mitochondria-ER tethers were engineered to be < 5 nm, mitochondrial calcium uptake after ER IP3R 
opening also led to mitochondrial calcium overload and mPTP opening65. It seems plausible, therefore, that close 
association between lysosomes and mitochondria could be of functional significance with relation to the same 
pathway – an aspect that will have to be explored in future research.
In summary, this paper represents the first description of nanojunctions between acidic calcium stores and 
the SR in mammalian cardiomyocytes. This is in keeping with previous work on the same signalling system in 
pulmonary artery smooth muscle32,33 and human fibroblasts34. Together with confirmation of co-localisation 
between NAADP binding sites and acidic stores, this provides a structural context for hypotheses, generated 
from pharmacological studies in cardiac ventricular tissue, that suggest a role for NAADP in augmenting CICR 
upon β-adrenergic stimulation20,43 by increasing SR calcium concentration without modulating L-type calcium 
channel currents2,20.
Methods
All animal experiments were performed in accordance with the United Kingdom Home Office Guide on the 
Operation of Animal (Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986. All experimental protocols (Schedule 1) were approved 
by the University of Oxford.
Rabbit ventricular cell isolation. Cardiomyocytes were isolated using a method modified from Powell, 
et al.66.
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Briefly, Male New Zealand White rabbits (approximately 1 kg) were sacrificed by intravenous overdose of 
sodium pentobarbitone. The heart was rapidly excised, washed in heparin-containing solution (5 U/mL), and 
mounted on a Langendorff apparatus for perfusion with zero-calcium solution containing (in mM) NaCl 136, KCl 
5.4, NaHCO3 12, sodium pyruvate 1, NaH2PO4 1, MgCl2 1, EGTA 0.04, glucose 5, gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2 
to maintain pH 7.4. After 2 min, digestion was initiated using an identical solution containing 0.5 mg.ml−1 type 
II collagenase (Worthington Biochemical Corp, Lakewood, NJ, USA) and 100 μM CaCl2 instead of EGTA. This 
was allowed to recirculate for 30–35 minutes after which cells were mechanically isolated, filtered, centrifuged and 
suspended in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), or fixed within 60 min for electron microscopy and 
immunocytochemistry.
Electron microscopy. Samples (from n = 3 animals) were prepared from either chemically fixed isolated 
myocytes or from chemically fixed intact ventricular tissue.
Rabbit ventricular cardiomyocytes isolated using the method described above, or approximately 1 mm3 pieces 
of tissue from ventricles were rapidly dissected (post Langendorff perfusion) and fixed in Karnovsky fixative 
(paraformaldehyde 4%, glutaraldehyde 5%, cacodylate buffer 80 mM, pH 7.4, Karnovsky)67 and were embedded 
in Spurr’s resin68. Sections were cut to approximately 80 nm thickness (Reichart Ultracut) and post-stained to 
achieve contrast by use of 2% aqueous uranyl acetate and Reynolds lead citrate. Images were obtained using a 
transmission electron microscope (TEM, Joel 1200EX II). Analysis and measurements were made using Gatan 
DigitalMicrograph and ImageJ software.
Lysosomes were identified by their previously well-documented appearance; that is, a matrix slightly more 
electron dense than the surrounding cytoplasm enclosed by a single lipid bilayer membrane32, see Fig. 1. 
Measurements from both cells and tissue were included in analysis and the subcellular appearance of these two 
preparations was indistinguishable under electron microscopy.
Electron tomography (ET). Rabbit left ventricular tissue fragments (n = 6 animals), were fixed via 
Langendorff perfusion in iso-osmotic (300 mOsm) Karnovsky’s reagent (2.4% sodium cacodylate, 0.75% para-
formaldehyde, 0.75% glutaraldehyde), were washed with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate, post-fixed in 1% OsO4 for 1 h, 
dehydrated in graded acetone, and embedded in Epon-Araldite resin. Thick sections were cut (~275 nm, 3 sec-
tions per animal), transferred onto copper slot grids coated with 1% formvar and post-stained with 2% aqueous 
uranyl acetate, followed by Reynolds’ lead citrate. Colloidal gold particles (15 nm) were added to both surfaces 
of the sections to serve as fiducial markers for subsequent tilt series alignment. All sections were prepared and 
imaged at the Boulder Laboratory for 3D Electron Microscopy of Cells (University of Colorado, Boulder, CO), 
using an intermediate voltage electron microscope (Tecnai TF30; 4FEI-Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 
operating at 300 kV, with images captured on a charge-coupled device camera (UltraScan; Gatan, Pleasanton, 
CA), at a pixel size of (1.206 nm2).
For dual-axis tomography, series of tilted views were collected from + 60° to −60° at 1° increments at 20,000x 
magnification. After the first tilt series was acquired, the specimen was rotated by 90° in the horizontal plane, and 
another + 60° to −60° tilt series was taken. Images from each tilt-series were aligned by fiducial marker tracking 
and back-projected to generate two single full-thickness reconstructed volumes (tomograms), which were then 
combined to generate a high-resolution 3D reconstruction of the original volume of interest. Tomograms were 
processed and analysed using the IMOD software, also used to segment and generate 3D models of the structures 
of interest69,70. The models were smoothed and meshed to obtain a final 3D representation, in which spatial rela-
tionships of T-tubules, sarcoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria with lysosomes can be visualised.
Immunocytochemistry. Isolated rabbit ventricular cardiomyocytes were fixed within 60 minutes of iso-
lation. Briefly, cells were allowed to settle for 20 minutes on flamed glass coverslips. The cells were fixed with 
4% paraformaldehyde solution (Sigma, UK), before permeablisation with 0.2% Triton-X 100 (Sigma-Aldrich, 
Dorset, UK) and blocked with 5% donkey serum. Cells were labelled with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C 
(rabbit-anti-LAMP-2, Thermofisher PA1-655, Lot: PA189864, 1:100; mouse-anti-RyR2, Abcam ab2827, 1:100; 
mouse-anti-phospholamban, Abcam ab2865, 1:100). Secondary antibodies were diluted in 5% donkey serum 
(donkey-anti-rabbit-AlexaFluor-488, Thermofisher A-21206; donkey-anti-mouse-Dylight-555, Newmarket 
Scientific AS12-1935), and incubated at room temperature for 2 h (control cells where the primary or secondary 
was to be excluded were incubated with 5% donkey serum alone without addition of the relevant antibody). 
Coverslips were mounted using Vectashield Hardset with DAPI (Vectorlabs, Peterborough, UK) and sealed.
Slides were stored in the dark at 4 °C, and imaged within 48 h using an Olympus Fluoview FV1200 confocal 
microscope. Images obtained using the Olympus FV1200 confocal microscope with Fluoview software were not 
deconvolved and Kalman averaging of four pictures was used to obtain each final image. A 60x oil-immersion 
low-chromatic aberration objective was used and the confocal aperture was set to one Airy unit.
Analysis of images obtained using immunocytochemistry. Confocal images were analysed using 
custom MatLab (Mathworks, Cambridge, UK) scripts written in-house. Briefly, cell orientation was automatically 
detected and rotated to vertically align striations of RyR2 or PLB before thresholding to remove background 
noise. Total intensity for each vertical pixel column was calculated and waveforms subjected to a Fourier trans-
form using the MatLab Signal Processing Toolbox ‘periodogram’ command to determine component frequencies. 
To analyse the distance between adjacent staining, signal waveforms were overlaid and the pixel-wise distance 
between the maxima of each pair of peaks was calculated. DAPI fluorescence signals were subjected to the same 
process as a control; no sarcomeric signal was detectable for this stain. MatLab code has been published on 
Figshare under the doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.3102769.
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Live cell confocal microscopy. Isolated rabbit ventricular myocytes were incubated with 100 μM Ned-
19 for 40 minutes at room temperature with addition of 500 nM LysoTracker red for the final 2 min. Cells were 
allowed to adhere to a glass coverslip and superfused with Tyrode’s solution containing (in mM): 135 NaCl, 4.5 
KCl, 11 glucose, 20 HEPES, 1 MgCl2, 1.8 CaCl2, pH 7.4 with NaOH. Ned-19 fluorescence was excited at 355 nm 
and detected at 415 ± 30 nm (experimental approach similar to that described in Barcelo-Torns et al.42), whilst 
LysoTracker red was excited at 514 nm and collected at 590–747 nm.
Imaging was performed with a Leica SP5 inverted confocal microscope with a 40x or 63x oil-immersion 
objective. To analyse co-localisation, images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter (radius 2 pixels) and median 
image intensity (36 × 36 pixel) subtracted from the smoothed image to remove background noise. Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficients were calculated from resulting images using ImageJ coloc2 plugin.
Statistics. Data is presented as mean ± standard error for normally distributed data and median (interquar-
tile range) for skewed or non-parametric groups. Outliers were identified using ROUT analysis with Q = 1% 
(GraphPad Prism 6). Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (r) was calculated to compute the degree 
of correlation between two variables.
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